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ORACLE’S LARRY ELLISON HIDES THE DARK ARTS PSYCHO-SCIENCE CULT THAT GROOMED HIM WITH DEEP TIES TO PILGRIMS SOCIETY STRATEGIST SPIRITUALIST W.T. STEAD—THE FATHER OF TABLOID JOURNALISM
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Fig. 1—Lawrence Joseph Ellison (~neé Sinclair-Moore). “Founder” of Oracle for the C.I.A. and IBM in 1979. Larry is the likely love-child of polygamist, pedophile cult leader Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore (1873-1944), once described in the Oakland Tribune as “St. Clair, king of the bay city clairvoyants, pastor of the Psycho-Science Church of Oakland.”

Cult leader Moore had five wives and countless concubines, of which Larry’s mother, Florence Ruth Spellman, was likely one. She gave birth to Larry on Aug. 15, 1944, then 12 months later gave him over for adoption in Chicago to Louis L. Ellison and his wife Alice Lee Campbell (neé Ellison). We surmise that Moore, a lecherous pedophile, polygamist sex-manic, sired Larry when he was 69 years old. This is just what cult leaders do: they have sex with their adoring or fearful followers, young and old,

WHO IS LARRY ELLISON REALLY?

senior executive service (ses) hijacked the internet
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corruption central

Legend: Some corruptoral photos in this blog contain a stylized Christian Celtic Wheel Cross in the background alongside the text “Corruption Central” meaning we have put the person’s conduct under the microscope and discovered that he or she is at the center of global corruption. Judge Amy Berman Jackson asserts that it is unambiguously (to her anyway) a rifle cross hair. This shows her woeful ignorance of theology, history, symbology and engineering. It could be many things, but she clearly wanted to see a rifle sight (ask her about her role in Fast and Furious gun running). Others assert equally ignorantly that it is a pagan or white supremacist symbol. This stylized Christian Chi-Rho Cross dates to 312 A.D. when Emperor Constantine adopted the symbol after his history-changing “By this sign, you shall conquer” vision on the Milvian Bridge. A similar Wheel Cross form was widely used in Ireland by the eighth century. The triple entendre indicates that the person’s corrupt life, when studied under a microscope, has been found wanting, but that there is hope in Christ if the person repents from his or her wicked ways. It triples as a reticle or graticule built into all sorts of eyepieces in microscopes, oscilloscopes, surveying instruments, astronomy optics,

male and female. It’s a manifest ion
of their power over other human beings.

The circumstances of his birth are
evidently why Larry never discloses
his biological father. Instead, he says
he was “adopted” by the Ellisons at
12 months (even though his
biological mother, Florence Ruth
Spellman (nee Janicki) was very
much alive), yet Larry assumed the
“Ellison” name nonetheless. His
adoptive (step)mother Alice Lee
Ellison (nee Campbell) had married
leader Moore (then H. Robert
Sinclair) back in 1917 as his
polygamist, séance partner and third
wife. Like father, like son? Larry has
burned through four wives and likely
untold concubines given his unbridled C.I.A. fortune and power. It is well known now that the evil
C.I.A. funds itself through drugs, money-laundering, arms and sex-trafficking. We invite additional
information and corrections to this emerging story. Any errors are inadvertent. The truth is
salsacious enough without inaccuracies.

Larry Ellison clearly hides these facts from the investing public
who have a right to know about the chief fiduciary for Oracle,
the 24th largest company in the United States.

New documents show further proof of another lie: that Larry Ellison cooked up the name
ORACLE, as the urban legend and his carefully vague public biographies assert. ORACLE
was a 1969 bribery-ridden Ampex Corp contract with the Los Angeles County supervisors for a
Mar. 25, 1969 “video-file record database management systems, an acronym for the
Optimum Records Automation for Courts and Law Enforcement. On Apr. 19, 1973, the county cancelled
the contract and sued Ampex Corp for nonperformance, stating the system did not work as promised,
was not documented on how it worked, and no acceptance testing was done. The Mar. 25, 1969
ORACLE courts and law enforcement project was $8.1 million of a $19.5 million microwave
communications project.

Evidently, the 1969 bribery-ridden LA County "ORACLE" project
was picked up by the C.I.A. in 1973 at Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base. Then, Larry Ellison was designated to run it, and the urban
myth of its fresh beginnings in Dayton after its utterly failed
past in Los Angeles was hatched.

Oracle Corp, whose software stores
much of our cloud data, and wants
to run China TikTok, was spawned
by C.I.A. black magic dark arts
spiritualists discipled by W.T. Stead
—the chief strategist of the
(British) Pilgrims Society

These black magic spiritualists,
funded by numerous Rothschilds
and the British government, seized
control of communications,
vaccines and media since the

---

**Who is Larry Ellison really?** We prove he was a "psycho-science" cultist when he was made the ORACLE
front man for the C.I.A. in 1977.

---

**Fig. 2—Who is Larry Ellison really?** We prove he was a "psycho-science" cultist when he was made the ORACLE
front man for the C.I.A. in 1977.
invention of wireless by Tesla in 1893; Marconi was a fraud too

Larry Ellison’s presumed father and certainly his cult-mentor was founder of the Church of Psycho-Science in Oakland, CA who promoted séance contact with spirits of the dead, "anti-blood poison products," doubling money, larceny, polygamy, pedophilia, hypnotism and brainwashing

These black magic dark arts practitioners now control major Internet corporations including MIG, M15, GCHQ, C.I.A., FBI, NSA, SERCO, QinetiQ, Lockheed Martin, Oracle, Microsoft, Cisco, J.P. Morgan Chase, HSBC, Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, Naval Research, NIH, Alibaba, Baidu, TikTok, etc.

Ellison’s failure to disclose his deep family relationships is criminal fraud against all Oracle shareholders and the investing public, at a minimum

Fig. 3—Lawrence Joseph Ellison ~nee Sinclair-Moore. Not the man we think we know, and certainly not the man his public biographies describe. In reality, he is another Silicon Valley “cardboard cutout” like Zuckerberg, Schmidt, Thiel, Hoffman, Sandberg, Dorsey, Pichai. Cutouts all for the British Pilgrims Society and their Mi6-Mi5-FBI-CIA spooks.

Ellison is another hand picked C.I.A. drone like Zuckerberg and was parked in front of ORACLE to pretend not to be IBM’s DB2 database all these years. Remember folks, IBM sold its most profitable PC Group to China Lenovo on Dec. 08, 2004. Now we suppose IBM will say the database knew how didn’t accompany that sale. Think Pilgrims Society world data consolidation, then that sale starts to make sense. IBM sold America out 100 years ago. ORACLE has merely been a brand name backup for what has always been IBM DB2 with different lipstick.

Fig. 4—Gabriel, McKibben. (Oct. 20, 2020). Larry Ellison and the Occult. American Intelligence Media, Americans for Innovation.
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Larry Ellison’s lineage as the alleged “founder” of Oracle (NYSE: ORCL) is important for every American and citizen on planet earth because he personifies the evil that is attempting to overtake our societies and pull them into a satanic dominion.

We have reached this expected threshold in our research at long last. We could see its ghosts (literally) in the fog, but the inner workings of the black magic dark arts was well hidden, until Larry Ellison jumped the shark over TikTok.

Information is the stuff of high technology. Control of information has always been the objective of tyrants. In our modern computer world, the storage and retrieval of the data in computers that represents information is the coin of the realm. Oracle’s (IBM’s) databases store the realm. Oracle’s information is the coin of the data in computers storage and retrieval of computer world, the tyrants. In our modern world, the objective of information has always been the control over TikTok.

Larry Ellison’s presumed babymomma, Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore (1873-1944), had evident ties with the British Pilgrims Society’s chief strategist W.T. Stead who had already seized Tesla’s wireless patents and were building the British Empire’s wireless network for iron-fist control of global media, vaccines and intelligence—a grip they have never loosened.

Moore was actually labeled the “King Bee of Spookist” by the Los Angeles Herald on May 29, 1907. See Fig. 7 below. To our knowledge, this is one of the first uses of the term “spook” in relation to government spying. Spook comes from the Dutch word for apparition or specter, which was W.T. Stead’s and Moore’s spiritualist stock and trade in the late nineteenth century when the term emerged. Today the term is almost synonymous with the C.I.A. and Mi6.

One important thing we have learned from this research: real spies love being labeled cooks, nuts, wackos and fraudsters. It is good cover because the public doesn’t take you seriously.

Another learning is that spiritualists use fakery like priming a pump. They say about 10% of the time, real demons emerge in their séances. They believe fakery is the doorway to the real contact with demons.

This investigation has uncovered a horrifying reality that evil men in the newspaper and intelligence world set out to control the world’s...
information at the dawn of the wireless age in the late 1800’s—just after Nikola Tesla demonstrated his wireless invention in Philadelphia at the Franklin Institute on Dec. 06, 1893.

The Robber barons of the age, notably J.P. Morgan, Rockefeller and Andrew Carnegie (Rothschild protégés) in the U.S. and Lord Rothschild, Lord Rosebery, Lord Pirbright (all Rothschilds by blood or inheritance)—Privy Councilors all, swooped in almost immediately to seize Tesla’s inventions and make Guglielmo Marconi their front man. Lord Victor Rothschild and his N.M. Rothschild bank took control of global biotechnology, investing after his 1971 Rothschild Report (the same year the Pilgrims Society controlling the Nixon White House (notable Henry Kissinger and Paul Volcker) was taking the U.S. off the gold standard). A situation that controls biotech to this very day. They set out to fuse wireless irradiation and biotech into a deadly soup long ago.

Initially, they wanted to control banking (to control market changes) and the newspapers (to scoop stories). A leading British newspaper man named W.T. Stead saw the possibility to use journalism to influence and control whole governments. He called it “Government by Journalism” (May 01, 1886). Stead was a self-defined “sex maniac” and also a spiritualist who famously organized séances in London, New York and Chicago to summon the dead. In addition, he is credited with being the father of tabloid journalism with a style that invoked notoriety, salaciousness,

**PSYCHO–SCIENCE SÉANCE**

"PSYCHOKENESIS" STUDIES AT STANFORD SRI

These U.S. agencies began funding these satanic "studies" (RV accuracy: 85% [Remote Viewing / Communications / Psychokenesis—SÉANCES]) in 1972: CIA, NAVEX (Navy Naval Electronic Systems Command, incl. SPAWAR, run by SERCO) / QINETIQ, DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency), FTD (Nat. Air and Space Intelligence), WPAFB (Wright-Patterson Air Force Base), MIA (Military Intelligence Agency), REDSTONE ARESENAL (Missile & Space Intelligence), AMSAS (NATO; Allied Military Security Agency), ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND (Biowarfare), DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency), [REDACTED], INSCOM (Army Intelligence & Security Command), IDA (Institute of Defense Analyses). See SECRET: C.I.A. DoD Grill Flame Progress Report (1981)(published Nov. 4, 2016).

Does the military bureaucracy ever stop such a program once they start it and the funds start flowing? These were good funds for Ellison’s Church of Psycho-Science cult, and later Scientology and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (The Aerospace Corporation—Senior Executive Service (SES)-controlled Pilgrims Society / M6).

**ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!**

America needs to practice what it preaches. We have no business lecturing the world about free enterprise and the rule of law, when we permit the investors in Ohio-based innovator Leader Technologies to go uncompensated for the risks they took to help invent social networking...

—a technology upon which the President and U.S. government now rely.

—a technology stolen by the “Facebook Cabal” who recruited the federal courts and Patent Office into their club of corruption.

**LEADER V. FACEBOOK BACKGROUND**

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)


2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
prudence, misrepresentation, lies, whatever worked to keep readers coming back.

These Pilgrims Society sociopaths realized very quickly that in order to maintain their power permanently, they needed to control the developing computer and wireless technologies, permanently. They have done that, especially when one considers the British government Queen's Gold Share iron-fisted control in the UK, and the total control of communications technologies in the U.S. by the C.I.A. by its various spawn-names AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, RCA, SERCO, QinetiQ, Naval Research, DoD Net Assessment, Westinghouse, NBC, Google, Cisco, Facebook, Yahoo!, etc.

The early disciples of this technospirtualism included Queen Victoria herself. Many in the elitist societies of London and New York joined in. Ouija boards to communicate with the spirits were common in the drawing rooms of the rich and powerful. W.T. Stead even published a quarterly journal named “Borderland” to promote spiritualism. His voluminous topics included apparitions, automatic writing, spirit photography, ghosts, haunted houses, clairvoyance, séances, crystal gazing, hypnosis, palmistry, psychotherapeutics, psychical research, second sight, psychics, fortune telling, theosophy, demon lovers, doubles and telepathy. For more, see therapeutics, psychical research, second sight, psychics, fortune telling, clairvoyance, séances, crystal gazing, hypnosis, palmistry, psychoautomatic writing, spirit photography, ghosts, haunted houses, etc.

Google, Cisco, Facebook, Yahoo!, Assessment, Westinghouse, NBC, Naval Research, DoD Net, Mobile, RCA, SERCO, QinetiQ, spawn-names AT&T, Verizon, T-Mobile, etc.


W.T. Stead Resource Site attackingthedevil.co.uk. for a scholarly analysis of W.T. Stead’s spiritualism.

In reading below, one must remember that in Cecil Rhodes’ fourth will (1888), W.T. Stead was added as a trustee with Lord Rothschild. Rothschild also took full charge of the Rhodes Scholarships once Rhodes died in 1902 and continues to fund them to this day with De Beers diamonds and gold as the Pilgrims Society’s preferred recruiting ground.

Georgetown Prof. Carroll Quigley writes of this period where a secret society for world domination was hatched:

“The idea of a secret international group of propagandists for federal imperialism was by no means new to Milner when he...”

Fig. 6—Cecil John Rhodes (1853-1902). See AFI, (Jan. 24, 2019). So you thought Rhodes Scholarships Were Good? Americans for Innovation.

Fig. 5—William Thomas (“W.T.”) Stead (1849-1912). Co-founder of the Rhodes/Milner Round Table; publisher of Borderland spiritualist quarterly (1893-96); co-founder of the Rhodes Round Table (1891); Pall Mall Gazette, now London Evening Standard (1880-1889); Review of Reviews (1890-1936); co-founder and chief strategist of the Pilgrims Society (1902-present); founding spiritualist and spirit conjuror of Julia’s Bureau (1909); chief strategist of the First Imperial Press Conference (1909); co-founder and chief strategist of the Empire Press Union (1909); co-founder and chief strategist of MI6, MI5 and GCB&CS now GCHQ.

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as one of the most corrupt law firms in America

Investigative Reporter Julia Davis investigates Facebook’s Leader v. Facebook attorney Gibson Dunn LLP. She credits this firm with the reason why not a single Wall Street banker has gone to jail since 2008. Click here to read her article “Everybody hates whistleblowers.” Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here’s an excerpt:

“Skillful manipulation of the firm’s extensive media connections allows Gibson Dunn to promote their causes, while simultaneously undermining their opponents and silencing embarrassing news coverage.”

This statement followed right after Davis cited Facebook’s chief inside counsel in the Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot, who appears to have helped lead the Leader...
began Rhodes Trustee in 1901, since he had been brought into Rhodes's secret society as the sixth member in 1891. This was done by his old superior, W. T. Stead. Stead, as we have indicated, was the chief Rhodes confidant in England and very close to Milner. Although Stead did not meet Rhodes until 1889, Rhodes regarded himself as a disciple of Stead's much earlier and eagerly embraced the idea of imperial federation based on Home Rule.” —Prof. Carroll Quigley. (1981). *The Anglo American Establishment*, ISBN 0-916728-50-1, p. 52. Focus Books.

**PILGRIMS SOCIETY: THE NAME THAT SHALL NOT BE NAMED**

**Note:** Tellingly, in all of Prof. Quigley’s (“The Anglo-American Establishment”) otherwise meticulous research on the formation of the Pilgrims Society (1902), he never once identifies the “Pilgrims Society” as the name these conspirators gave to their Rhodes-ian world domination plan run by their secret society. In other words, the message to all who entered their demonic gates is clear, their “Pilgrims Society” name is the name that shall not be named. Quigley also makes no mention of the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909 when these conspirators organized their global press propaganda through the Daily Mail, Daily Telegraph, London Times, New York Times, Washington Post, Chicago Tribune, MI6, MI5, GC&CS, wireless surveillance, and control of mass media, and laid the foundation for the BBC, RCA and NBC.

Stead and Rhodes became estranged when W.T. would not support Rhodes’ ill-conceived 1st Boer War. Nonetheless, Stead published Rhodes’ Last Will and Testament in 1902 in his *Review of Reviews*, just months after the founding of the Pilgrims Society (Jul. 16, 1902)—Rhodes’ brainchild (just three months after Rhodes died and the 2nd Boer War ended abruptly).

It should be noted that if Cecil Rhodes and Lord Rothschild were the muscle behind the Pilgrims Society’s strategy, W.T. Stead was the spiritualist brains. Stead’s strategies are still carried out by the demon spawn who now run it today, including Henry Kissinger and their younger like David H. Petraeus, George J. Tenet, John O. Brennan, James R. Clapper, Wesley Clark, Hillary and Bill Clinton, Bill Gates, Lord Victor Rothschild, Anthony Fauci, George Soros, James W. Breyer (Facebook, Accel Partners, IDG-Accle China, Eric Schmidt (Google) and Larry Ellison (Oracle).

For historical context, 1893-1897 when Stead was publishing his Borderland spiritualist dalliances, the British South Africa Company—the first corporation of the new British imperial federalism—was being pushed into being by Lord N.M. Rothschild, Lord Henry de Worms (Rothschild), Lord Rosebery (Rothschild), Lord Alfred Milner (N.M. Rothschild henchman), Privy Councilor Cecil Rhodes (N.M. Rothschild
During this formative period for Pilgrims Society world dominance, W.T. Stead employed an American secretary interested in his spiritualism who then went by the name H. Robert Sinclair. (See his other aliases below.)

We believe Sinclair was Larry Ellison’s aging (age 69 at Larry’s conception) Psycho-Science cult leader baby daddy. What is for certain is that Sinclair married one of his cult followers, Alice Lee Ellison (nee Campbell), as his third polygamous wife and séance assistant, and this very same woman was Larry Ellison’s adoptive (step)mother.

The evidence is unmistakable that Sinclair followed in the footsteps of his British spiritualist, sex-maniac, demon conjuror cult mentor: W.T. Stead.

This is the spiritual foundation upon which the Pilgrims Society emerged with unlimited money, a visceral loathing for humanity and demon-conjuring spirituality. A truly wicked brew. Remember, the Pilgrims Founders were the chief architects of the modern concentration camp in the 2nd Boer War. Pilgrims disciple Adolph Hitler just copied the British death camp model.

By their many admissions, the Pilgrims Society’s world takeover plan was conceived in a secret society, Jesuitism (fake Christianity), spiritualism (demons) and sexual debauchery funded by Mammon’s Rothschild bankers—a foundation of fools.

We have a mountain of evidence yet to link to this post. We decided to go ahead and post

---

**EDITORIALS**

1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney misconduct in Leader v. Facebook - Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self-police may explain why Washington is broken, Dec. 30, 2012

2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support schemers or real American inventors? Facebook’s case dangles on a doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18) areas of question shout for attention, Dec. 27, 2012

3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make America More Democratic (and less contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

**OUR MISSION**

American citizens must fight abuse of the constitutional right for authors and inventors to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a matter of basic property rights and sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision, courage, entrepreneurship, respect, property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics, values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy, solutions and judicial faithfulness, . . . our society and economy will be dragged down (and eventually destroyed) by copying, infringement, thievery, counterfeiting, hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation, abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption, bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak, misconduct, lies, deception, attorney “dark arts,” destruction, confusion, dishonesty, judicial chicanery and lawlessness.

If we do not speak up, impeach derelict judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we cannot possibly hope to start fixing the current ills in our society. Without justice and
Americans for Innovation: ORACLE’S LARRY ELLISON HIDES THE DARK ARTS PSYCHO-SCIENCE CULT THAT GROOMED HIM …

Oct. 15, 2020—Lawrence Joseph Ellison is the alleged founder of Oracle, the computer database that stores the world’s data and is the cloned brother of IBM DB2—NYSE: ORCL.

Together, IBM and Oracle databases store and retrieve the electronic bits and bytes that comprise documents, photos, account information, web pages and run programs.

Almost nothing happens on the social Internet without Oracle/IBM databases.

CHURCH OF PSYCHO-SCIENCE

AFI researchers have just discovered that Larry was definitely born into a polygamist Church of Psycho-Science cult in Oakland CA. It was founded by a

Oracle is a “relational database.” A relational database generally stores your data on spinning hard drives. Older tape drives and their software are no longer used except in museums.

Oracle/IBM DB2 have replaced them. The word “relational” means that data is stored in sets separated by commas.

Here’s a simple example, a simple contact database may be comprised of:

Name,Street,City,State,Zip. As long as the computer reader knows this “header,” the data can be stored relationally, serially like this:

“xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,xxx,...” or “John Smith, 123 Main Street, Hartland, Iowa, 50459, Sally Jones, 456 Central Avenue, God’s Country, Wyoming, 82006,...”

In other words, the data is stored with five-fields in each record. This is called “comma-separated values” or CSV. The next time you see that file type in Excel, this is what it is, raw data, no formatting. In this simple example, the system knows from the header that tells the program what to look for that every fifth record is the person’s name and the beginning of a new record.

WHAT DOES ORACLE DO THAT’S SO CRITICAL TO THE INTERNET?

The judicial misconduct has deteriorated from there, replete with two of the three judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel, Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A. Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did not disclose to the litigants, and later tried to excuse through a quick motion slipped in at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in Washington D.C.)

The judges ignored shocking new evidence that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard drives of 2003-2004 evidence from Leader Technologies that could prove actual theft (and therefore claims even more serious than infringement). In addition, Facebook’s appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just about every judicial player in this story. The misconduct appears to reach into the U.S. Patent Office through abuse of the reexamination process by Facebook. We will stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until justice is served, but we also welcome news and analysis of intellectual property abuse in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW! READERS!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are Welcomed! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna’s WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at NEW Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with your post. Once the moderator verifies that your email address is real, your comment will be posted using your real name or handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.
man with many names, including:

1. H. Robert Sinclair (Sinclair was his mother’s maiden name),
2. Hugh R. Moore,
3. Hugh Robert Moore,
4. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore,
5. Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore, as well as
6. St. Clair, king of the bay city clairvoyants, pastor of the Psycho-Science Church of Oakland

Experts say such a plethora of aliases is common for cult leaders.

We will refer to him in the rest of this post simply as “Moore.” See Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore (1873-1944).

Moore had five wives and probably hundreds of concubines, as is also the custom

Hence “relational,” every item of data is found in relation to the data preceding and following it in the sequence.

Databases and spreadsheets are similar and often work in tandem, but databases can handle millions of records at a time, while spreadsheets are more limited and more presentation-oriented. Since scanning tens of millions of records in a database search can be time consuming, databases have devised “caching” programs for having often-requested data on hand to speed up the process. These programs can double as (Google, Palantir, Cisco) censorship filters as well.

Ellison says he cooked up the name “Oracle” for his database in 1979. He is lying.

New documents show proof of this lie: that Larry Ellison did not name ORACLE, as the urban legend and his carefully vague public biographies assert.

“ORACLE” was a 1969 bribery-ridden Ampex Corp contract with the Los Angeles County supervisors for a Mar. 25, 1969 video-file record database management systems, an acronym for the Optimum Records Automation for Courts and Law Enforcement.

On Apr. 19, 1973, LA County cancelled the contract and sued Ampex Corp for nonperformance, stating the system did not work as promised, was not documented on how it worked, and no acceptance testing was done.

The Mar. 25, 1969 ORACLE courts and law enforcement project was $8.1 million of a $19.5 million microwave communications project.

A Mar. 28, 1973 C.I.A. record of a Los Angeles Times news article on this scandal was discovered in the C.I.A. FOIA archives. However, the date was READACTED. This Mar. 28, 1973 article repeats the text of the undated C.I.A. article almost verbatim. Evidently, the C.I.A. was obscuring the record to throw off its association with the 1969 LA County Ampex/ORACLE bribery scandal, and the cover-up of the Larry Ellison naming story. C.I.A. records further confirm that their first contract for ORACLE occurred in Jun. 1973—two months after the LA County lawsuit began.

Evidently, the 1969 bribery-ridden LA County ORACLE project was picked up by the C.I.A. in 1973 at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Larry Ellison was designated to run it, and the urban myth of its fresh beginnings in Dayton after its utter failure in Los Angeles was shoved down the public’s throat. See how easy it is to get the public to believe a big lie. We all swallowed it, hook, line and stinker.

In the early 1970’s, according to recently declassified documents, the C.I.A. already had “File: ORACLE in a July 18, 1973 AMPEX contract (where all references to Ellison are redacted, except for a hand-written note making reference to “L. Ellison” missed by the censors). The purpose of this contract was to unify their disparate intelligence data stores into Langley, VA—the
among cult leaders, probably including Larry’s mother, Florence Ruth Spellman.

What is certain is that Ellison was “adopted” by Moore’s third polygamist wife and séance assistant, Alice Lee Ellison (neé Campbell), and her "husband" Louis L. Ellison, very likely another cult groomer. This is just the way these "psycho-science" cults roll, experts tell us. The cult leader controls the sexual relations and cohabitations of all his cult followers.

In 1930, an 18-year old "stepson," Robert Moore, was living with the Ellisons. This further reinforces that the Ellisons were cult followers of Hugh Sinclair-Moore. Robert Moore was most likely another love-child between Alice Lee and Hugh Moore with Robert being Louis' stepson and Alice Lee's earlier love-child, Larry being the next.

Public records show the following Moore marriages and some of his more notorious preparing its defenses to this new claim. Judge Stark allowed the claims despite Leader's prophetic argument that the action would confuse the jury and prejudice Leader. He also permitted the jury to ignore the Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test for on-sale bar, even after instructing the jury to use it. (See that Jury Instruction No. 4.7 here.) He also contradicted his own instruction to Leader to answer Interrogatory No. 9 in the present tense (2009), then permitted the jury to interpret it as a 2002 admission as well. Facebook's entire on-sale bar case is based upon this interrogatory. (Editorial: Hardly sufficient to meet the “heavy burden” of the clear and convincing evidence standard.)

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See analysis of Judge Lourie's T. Rowe Price holdings re. the Facebook IPO. Judge Lourie also failed to apply his own law-test in Group One v. Hallmark Cards to the evidence. After debunking all of Facebook's evidence on appeal, Judge Lourie created new argument in the secrecy of chambers to support Facebook and prevent the on-sale bar verdict from being overturned—a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, panel judge in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore stood to benefit financially from undisclosed holdings in Facebook. See disclosure of substantial holdings in Facebook and Facebook-related stocks. Judge Moore failed
run-ins with the law over his theft of property and pedophilia. Moore married three women in the span of a year after getting out of San Quentin:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wife Name</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1893</td>
<td>Cora Helen Miesse (m. Jan. 25, 1893)</td>
<td>Clark, Ohio; long time séance assistant with their little daughter Niobe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1907</td>
<td>Evangeline Sinclair (m. from Italy, ca. 1907)</td>
<td>Sacramento, California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1912-1917</td>
<td>H. Robert Moore was incarcerated for grand larceny in San Quentin Prison (Jan. 19, 1912 - May 19, 1917)...</td>
<td>Note below: Following his San Quentin incarceration, Moore went on a sex-maniac rampage, exploiting his spiritualist skills to marry three women in one year, including a 16-year old Ida Kleffler and Alice Lee Campbell who &quot;adopted&quot; Larry Ellison in 1945. Larry went on to marry and divorce four wives himself.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1917</td>
<td>Alice Lee Ellison (nee Campbell) (m. 1917)</td>
<td>Watsonville, Santa Cruz, California—Larry Ellison's adoptive (step)mother from 1945 when Larry was 12 months old.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Nellie Claire Moore (nee Steffen) (m. 1918)</td>
<td>Dayton, Ohio (Moore's birthplace)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1918</td>
<td>Ida Anna Dorothy Kleffler (m. 1918, age 16)</td>
<td>Oakland, California. See articlesSuit To Expose 'Psycho' Pastor (The San Francisco Examiner, Apr. 30, 1918) &amp; &quot;Spirits&quot; Juggle Matrimonial Happiness of 16-Year Old Dancer (Oakland Tribune)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1—So far, the public records on Psycho-Science cult "pastor" Hugh Robert "Sinclair" Moore (1871-1944). show that he married five different women, with one annulment of his pedophilic marriage to 16-year old Ida Kleffler.

These facts verify that Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert "Sinclair" Moore was a psycho-science cult...
leader, polygamist, sex-maniac, hypnotist, clairvoyant, pedophile and thief, for starters.

A very interest article about Sinclair-Moore and his close ties to the British spiritualist author of "Government by Journalism, Cecil Rhodes biographer and co-founder of the Pilgrims Society, William Thomas ("W.T.") Stead, appeared in the Oakland Tribune, Nov. 03, 1917 titled "SPIRIT CRAFT TOOLS FIND WAY TO JURY."

It is quite possible that Sinclair-Moore, as "sex-maniac" W.T. Stead's secretary and likely lover, accompanied Stead at Pilgrims Society meetings and assisted in the logistics for test which Judge Lourie should have advised Judge Wallach to follow since Judge Lourie helped write that opinion. Group One test omission analysis.

W.T. STEAD, THE BRITISH STRATEGIST BEHIND THE PILGRIMS SOCIETY, GROOMED MOORE IN SPIRITUALISM

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, clerk who signed all the opinions in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his staff obfuscated when the court's ruling was challenged by an amicus curiae brief revealing clear mistakes of law and new evidence. See analysis of the misconduct and misrepresentations within the Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in Leader v. Facebook, Mr. Horbaly failed to disclose his conflicts of interest and close associations with numerous Facebook attorneys and law firms, as well as his close association with one of Facebook's largest shareholders, Microsoft, who is a Director of The Federal Circuit Bar Association where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio officer. Additionally, the DC Bar revealed in a written statement that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed to practice law in the District of Columbia. [Editorial: What does that make the Federal Circuit with its location within in a stone's throw of the White House? A self-governing state?]

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, chief judge responsible for the (mis)conduct of his judges and Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to manage his court resulting in a likely situation where his judges never even received briefs that they allegedly ruled on in favor of Facebook. Judge Rader also failed to disclose his conflicting relationships with a Leader principle with whom he may have had deep professional differences during his time at the Senate Judiciary Committee—his former professor of
the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909. This may have also put him in contact with Guglielmo Marconi and his protégé, David Sarnoff (RCA, NBC), as well as the Empire Press Union and MI6, MI5 and GC&CS, now GCHQ.

The article says that before Moore's 5-year imprisonment in San Quentin, "he traveled about the world as secretary to the late William Stead English journalist, who went down on the Titanic."

We do see Moore in a 1907 Los Angeles sting operation using his wife and daughter in his séances to talk law at George Washington University Law Center, former Leader director Professor James P. Chandler. See analysis of Judge Rader's undisclosed conflicts of interest in Leader v. Facebook.

Judge Rader also did not stop his judges from creating new arguments and evidence for Facebook in the secrecy of chambers—after they had debunked all of Facebook's evidence on appeal, which is a clear breach of constitutional due process.

Updated May 22, 2015
Click here to view a Federal Circuit Leader v. Facebook Conflicts of Interest Map.
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with the dead. See Fig. 7. The description of the Moore séance exactly parallels descriptions of W.T. Stead’s séances.

Fig. 8—W.T. Stead (ca. 1912). The last known photographic image of Titanic victim W.T. Stead, taken just days before he boarded R.M.S Titanic. As journalist, editor, sometimes pacifist and spiritualist, Stead was one of the most controversial figures of his age. According to Titanic folklore, Stead had foreseen his death on the Titanic decades earlier, as suggested by his two “sinking” stories, “How the Mail Steamer went Down in Mid Atlantic” (1886) and “From the Old World to the New” (1892), both of which are said to have “predicted” the sinking of the Titanic. Raw *.mp4 file.

Fig. 9.—Editor (May 29, 1907). Police Raid Two Dens of Spookists - Fakers Caught with the “Goods” on Them, re. clairvoyant and medium Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore (1871-1944). Vol. XXXIV, No. 240, pp. 1, 12. Los Angeles Herald.
WHO IS LARRY ELLISON REALLY?

Click image to enlarge

FAKE LARRY ELLISON BIOS ARE SUDDENLY APPEARING

As we are preparing to go to press, magically, a slick-looking new Larry Ellison bio timeline site has just emerged on a website with no history. It is named LifeMap http://lifemap.co/larryellison/ It contains bios of leftists and communists, with Donald Trump, Ben Carson, Mike Pence and Rand Paul sprinkled in. The site is mostly broken. Tellingly, Larry Ellison’s name has not been added yet to their menu! Whoops!

LifeMap’s Ellison bio is pushing a totally false story that Larry dropped out of the University of Illinois in 1965 after the death of his adoptive mother—Alice Lee Ellison (nee Campbell) (“1965: Larry’s adoptive mother dies of cancer, leading him to drop out of
school after his sophomore year.") See this lie repeated in Ellison's Who Am I? biography ("He left the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign at the end of the second year [1965], after not taking the final exam because the adoptive mother just died.")

However, here is substantial obituary evidence proving that Alice Lee Ellison died on Apr. 08, 1946 (Chicago Tribune)—18 years earlier. Begging the question, who really raised Larry? Maybe wolves? We think we know the answer: the Psycho-Science Orlando cult. Why this lie?

LARRY ELLISON BIOGRAPHY LIES, LIES AND MORE LIES

Following are additional lies from Ellison's Who Am I? biography about his adoptive father, Louis L. Ellison:

"[Larry] Ellison grew up in a two-bedroom apartment on Chicago's South Beach neighborhood Jewish middle class. Ellison remembers his adoptive mother [Alice Lee Ellison (née Campbell)] as warm and loving, in contrast to hard, that does not support, and often distant adoptive father [Louis L. Ellison], a Russian Jew from the Crimea who adopted the name Ellison to honor his opinion into the United States, Ellis Island. Louis, his adoptive father, was a modest government employee who has made a small fortune in Chicago real estate, only to lose during the Great Depression."
"He left the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign at the end of the second year [1965], after not taking the final exam because the adoptive mother just died."

First, Louis L. Ellison was NOT born "a Russian Jew from the Crimea [Ukraine]," he was born to a Yiddish-speaking family in Eržvilkas, Lithuania on Apr. 15, 1890—the two countries are 698 miles apart!

See Louis L. Ellison sources: LifeStory Timeline; 1917 WWI draft card; 1930 Census; 1940 Census; 1942 WWII draft card; 1965, Dec. 12 Obituary).

Second, Louis L. Ellison has NEVER been a "modest government employee." He was a private in WWI (1965, Dec. 12 Obituary), then owned a drug store, then owned a tavern. Actually, this may be a Freudian admission by Larry Ellison’s propagandists. We believe that Louis Ellison secretly worked for the C.I.A. in his "First Church of Psycho-Science" cult.

Third, Louis L. Ellison NEVER "made a small fortune in Chicago real estate." He ran a drug store (1930 Census) and a tavern (1940 Census).

Fourth, Louis L. Ellison could not have accumulated a real estate fortune "during the Great Depression" (1929-33)... while running a lowly drug store (1930 Census), unless, that is, he was running drugs, money laundering and intelligence operations out of his drug store.
Fifth, Alice Ann Ellison (nee Campbell) DID NOT DIE IN 1965, she died on Apr. 08, 1946—19 years earlier. ([1946 Chicago Tribune Obituaries](https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/10/oracles-larry-ellison-hides-dark-arts.html)).

Given all these lies, the cute little human interest propaganda about picking the name "Ellison" to honor America and Ellis Island is dubious. No 1904 passenger records ([1930 Census](https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/10/oracles-larry-ellison-hides-dark-arts.html)) are available to show Louis' original Lithuanian name, or his alleged giddy arrival at Ellis Island.

The "Rev. Dr." Moore was an unrepentant pedophile. He had married 16-year old Ida Anna Dorothy Kleffler on Jul. 27, 1917 before the father discovered it and eventually got the marriage annulled, but certainly not before Moore had violated her. Moore had just been released two months earlier, on May 19, 1917 after five years in San Quentin for grand larceny relating to his cult activities.

---

**MOORE DEFRAUDED & MOLESTED MINORS WITH HIS PSYCHO-SCIENCE SPIRITUALISM**

*Fig. 12—See also Pastor Hugh Robert Sinclair Moore, alias St. Clair. (Apr. 29, 1918). "Spirits" Juggle Marital Happiness of 16-Year Old Dancer. Oakland Tribune.*


*See also Editor. (May 22, 1918). Father Gets Her Wedding Voided, p. 4, re. Ida*

---

77. Dennis C. Blair (Director, U.S. National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
79. James E. Boasberg (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)

81. President Barack Obama (appointed Leonard P. Stark to the judge’s seat in Delaware Federal District Court eight days after Stark’s court allowed Facebook to get away with jury and court manipulation of an on-sale bar verdict which was attained without a single piece of hard evidence; Barack and Michelle Obama were evidently protecting their 47 million “likes” on Facebook)

82. Lawrence "Larry" Summers (Harvard President who aided Zuckerberg’s light-speed rise to prominence with unprecedented Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama bailout chief; Clinton Treasury Secretary; World Bank Chief Economist; "Special Advisor" to Marc Andreessen in Instagram; co-creator of the current Russian robber baron economy; close 20-year relationships with protégés Sheryl Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in recommendations that created the Russian robber baron economy—and Yuri Milner/ DST/Asmanov’s money used to purchase Facebook stock)

83. James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP; Facebook director; client of Fenwick & West LLP since the 1990’s; apparently received technology from other Fenwick clients that was shuffled to Zuckerberg, incl. Leader Technologies’ inventions)

84. David Plouffe: directed Obama’s 2008 and 2012 campaigns; a self-described “statistics nerd;” likely directed the activities of the Facebook Club; employed Robert F. Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at the Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee

85. McBee Strategic (one of the main “private” arms responsible for doling out the billions in Obama “green energy” stimulus funds; partnered with Cooley Godward LLP)

86. Mike Sheehy (Cooley-McBee Strategic principal; former National Security Adviser to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi)

87. Nancy Pelosi (U.S. Congresswoman; appears to be running political cover in the House for Facebook, McBee Strategic)

Where did Moore learn his craft? In Britain from W.T. Stead, Cecil Rhodes' biographer and the chief strategist of The Pilgrims Society, among his other notorious activities.

**W.T. STEAD: BRITISH DEMON-CONJURING SPIRITUALIST AND FATHER OF TABLOID JOURNALISM**

**Cooley Godward, Fenwick & West, Breyers, etc.)**

88. **Harry Reid** (U.S. Senator; Judge Evan J. Wallach patron)

89. **Thomas J. Kim** (SEC, Chief Counsel & Assoc. Director) approved Facebook’s 500-shareholder exemption on Oct. 14, 2007; one day after it was submitted by Fenwick & West LLP; Facebook used this exemption to sell $3 billion insider stock to the Russians Alisher Asmanov, Yuri Milner, DST, Digital Sky, Mail.ru which pumped Facebook’s pre-IPO valuation to $100 billion; another Harvard grad, Kim worked at Latham & Watkins LLP which was the chief lobbyist for the National Venture Capital Association in 2002-2004 whose Chairman was . . . James W. Beyer, Accel Partners LLP; in other words Breyer and Kim, both Harvard grads, were associated at the time of the Zuckerberg hacking and theft of Leader Technologies’ software code)

90. **Ping Li** (Accel Partners, Zuckerberg handler)

91. **Jim Swartz** (Accel Partners; Zuckerberg handler)

92. **Sheryl K. Sandberg** (Facebook, Summers protégé; Facebook director)

93. **Yuri Milner** (DST aka Digital Sky, Summers protégé; former Bank Menatep executive; Facebook director)

94. **Alisher Asmanov** (DST aka Digital Sky; Goldman Sachs Moscow partner; Russian oligarch; Friend of the Kremlin; Became the Richest Man in Russia after the Facebook IPO)

95. **Marc L. Andreessen** (Zuckerberg coach; client of Fenwick & West LLP and Christopher P. King aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King; Summers’ sponsor during Instagram-scam; Facebook director)

96. **Peter Thiel** (19-year old Zuckerberg coach; PayPal; Facebook director; CEO, Clarion Capital)

97. **Richard Wolpert** (Accel Partners)

98. **Robert Kettersson** (Fidelity Ventures; Fidelity Equity Partners; Fidelity Ventures Telecommunications & Technology)

99. **David Kilpatrick** (Business Insider; "The Facebook Effect"; PR cleanse-meister re. Facebook origins)

100. **Zynga/Groupon/LinkedIn/Square/Instagram** ("Facebook Money/Credits/Bitcoin" feeder companies)

101. **Tesla Motors** (received $465 million in Obama stimulus funds and hired Cooley’s Michael Rhodes in the seven months before the Leader v. Facebook trial, just before veteran Judge Joseph Farnan made the surprise announcement of his retirement, just six days after Facebook’s disastrous Markman Hearing)

102. **Solyndra** (received $535 million in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-
PEDOPHILIA IN OAKLAND, CA!

May 22, 1918 Moore’s pedophile marriage to 16-year old Ida Kleffler annulled. See Fig. 10.

Jun. 24, 1918 Moore “died” suddenly in Dayton, OH (his birthplace) (age 46)

Jun. 29, 1918 Church of Psycho-Science, Oakland, CA, held memorial service for Moore


After preparing a sermon on the subject of ‘Death’ to be delivered before the congregation of the Psycho Science Church, of which he was pastor, Hugh Robert Sinclair, leader of the organization, went east to Dayton, O., dropped dead from heart failure, according to word just received here. Instead of occupying the pulpit of his church, which meets in Lincoln Hall, a telegram came to the congregation members yesterday, bringing the news of the pastor’s death. The sermon which he wrote will be read at memorial services to be held next Sunday. Sinclair was hurrying east to reach the bedside of a daughter stricken with paralysis when his death occurred. Hot weather is believed to have precipitated a heart affection of long standing.

McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance

105. BrightSource (received $1.6 billion in Obama stimulus at the recommendation of the Cooley-McBee Strategic “consulting” alliance)

106. John P. Breyer (father of James W. Breyer; founder of IDG Capital Partners - China; coached his son on exploiting Western markets while he quietly built a venture capital business in China for the last 20 years; the real brain behind the Breyer exploitations)

107. IDG Capital Partners (China) (founded by John P. Breyer, the father of James W. Breyer, Accel Partners; the current launderer of the tens of billions James W has fleeced from the U.S. market from the bailout, stimulus and the “pump & dump” Facebook IPO schemes)

108. Goldman Sachs (received US bailout funds; then invested with DST in Facebook private stock via Moscow; took Facebook public; locked out American investors from investing)

109. Morgan Stanley (received US bailout funds; took Facebook public; probably participated in overseas purchases of Facebook private stock before IPO)

110. State Street Corporation (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley; consolidating control of ATM banking networks internationally)

111. JP Morgan Chase (received U.S. taxpayer bailout monies along with Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and State Street Corporation)

112. Lloyd Blankfein (Goldman Sachs, CEO)

113. Jamie Dimon (JP MorganChase, CEO)

114. Steve Cutler (JP MorganChase, General Counsel)

115. Rodgin Cohen (JP MorganChase, Outside Counsel; Sullivan Cromwell, LLP)

116. U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (granted Fenwick & West’s application on behalf of Facebook for an unprecedented exemption to the 500 shareholder rule; opened the floodgates for Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley to make a private market in Facebook pre-IPO insider stock; facilitated the influx of billions of dollars from “dubious” sources associated with Russian oligarchs, Alisher Asmanov and Yuri Milner, and the Kremlin; Goldman Sachs is a partner with this Moscow company, Digital Sky Technologies, aka DST, aka Mail.ru)

117. Jeff Markey (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook’s Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama’s green energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $535 million for failed Solyndra)

118. Steve McBee (McBee Strategic LLC; allied with Facebook’s Cooley Godward Kronish LLP to arrange Obama’s green energy funding; arranged $1.6 billion for failed BrightSource and $535 million for failed Solyndra)
NOV. 13, 1920 — MOORE IS BACK FROM THE "DEAD" IN DAYTON !!!
PREACHED ON PSYCHO-SCIENCE VS. CHRISTIANITY

Fig. 15 — It's a MIRACLE! Moore was raised from the "dead"! H. R. Moore, Speaker. (Nov. 13, 1920). Psycho Science vs. Christianity. First Church of Psycho Science (Dayton, OH), Fourth and Ludlow Sts. (Dayton Daily News offices). The Dayton Herald.

DEC. 13, 1944 — MOORE DIED AGAIN !!!
IN SAN DIEGO THIS TIME — 26 YEARS AFTER HIS FIRST "DEATH" IN DAYTON, OH — FOUR MONTHS AFTER LARRY "ELLISON" WAS BORN (AGE 70, LARRY CONCEPTION @ AGE 69), THEN "ADOPTED" BY HIS POLYMAGIST 2ND WIFE, ALICE LEE MOORE, NOW ELLISON

Hugh Robert Moore in the California Death Index, 1940-1997


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name:</th>
<th>Hugh Robert Moore</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender:</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Date:</td>
<td>25 Dec 1865 [sic b. Dec. 25, 1873, see other Ancestry records, timeline]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birth Place:</td>
<td>Ohio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death Date:</td>
<td>13 Dec 1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Death Place:</td>
<td>San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s Maiden Name:</td>
<td>Sinclair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Father’s Surname:</td>
<td>Moore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

119. Michael F. McGowan (Stroz Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

120. Bryan J. Rose (Stroz Friedberg; Facebook forensic expert who lied about his knowledge of the contents of the 28 Zuckerberg hard drives and Harvard Email accounts)

121. Dr. Saul Greenberg (Facebook’s expert witness from the University of Calgary; disingenuously waived his hands and said he would be "wild guessing" about the purpose of a Java "sessionstate" import statement (even Java newbies know it is used for tracking a user while in a web session); in short, Dr. Greeberg lied to the jury, thus discrediting his testimony)

122. Toni Townes-Whiteley (CGI Federal; Michelle Obama’s 1985 Princeton classmate; CGI "donated" $47 million to the Obama campaign; CGI won the no-bid contract to build the www.healthcare.gov Obamacare website; CGI shut off the security features on Obama’s reelection donation sites to increase donations)

123. CGI Federal (US division of a Canadian company; Donated $47 million to Obama’s reelection, then received the no-bid contract to build the ill-fated Obamacare website; Michelle Obama’s Princeton classmate, Toni Townes-Whitely, is a Senior Vice President of CGI; the website is replete with social features and links to Facebook)

124. Kathleen Sebelius (Obama’s Secretary of Health & Human Services since 2009 responsible for $678 million Obamacare implementation; made the decision to hire CGI Federal on a no-bid contract despite the evident conflict of interest with Michelle Obama and $47 million in Obama campaign donations by CGI; the website is replete with social features and links to Facebook)

125. Todd Y. Park (White House Chief Technology Officer (CTO); former CTO for Health & Human Services; chief architect of HealthCare.gov; founder, director, CEO, Athenahealth, Inc.; founder, director, CEO, Castlight Health, Inc.)

126. Frank M. Sands, Sr. / Frank M. Sands, Jr. (Founder and CEO, respectively, of Sands Capital Management LLC; failed to file S.E.C. Form SC 13G acquisition reports for Athenahealth, Inc., Baidu, Inc. (ADR) and Facebook stock during 2012; masked the association of Todd Y. Park with Athenahealth, Inc. and Baidu, Inc., and the association of both of those companies with the Facebook IPO fraud)

127. Robin "Handsome Reward" Yangong Li (CEO, Baidu, Inc. (ADR); appointed Jan. 2004, the same month that Mark Zuckerberg obtained Leader Technologies’ social networking source code to start Facebook; Robin V. Li is very likely associated with John P. and James W. Breyer through their Chinese entities, including IDG Capital Partners, IDG-Accel and other variants; Li appointed a junior attorney from Fenwick & West LLP, Palo Alto/Mountain View, namely Parker Zhang, to be his "Head of
Moore (operating under the alias "H. Robert Sinclair") and his Church of Psycho-Science advertised heavily in William Randolph Hearst-controlled San Francisco, CA newspapers.

AMERICANS HEARST AND SINCLAIR/MOORE WERE MENTORED BY THE SAME BRITISH SPIRITUALIST CULTIST WILLIAM THOMAS STEAD ("W.T.") (1849–1912)

Stead was founder of *Review of Reviews*, chief strategist of the British Pilgrims Society, Cecil Rhodes' biographer, co-founder of the Empire Press Union, co-founder of British MI6, MI5 and GC&CS, now GCHQ and father of tabloid journalism. In his spare time he promoted spiritualism and talking with the dead.

Stead famously communicated with the dead in London starting in the early 1890’s—just at the time when leading peers of the British Empire were busy reforming the Empire into an imperial corporatist socialism. He wrote about those experiences in a quarterly he published named *Borderland*. It is said that Queen Victoria followed Stead's spiritualism.
A WORLD CONTROLLED BY THE BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY USING AMERICA AS ITS POLICE FORCE

Stead, Rhodes, Milner, De Worms, Rosebery, Churchill, Roosevelt, Sarnoff and Chamberlain, with Lord Rothschild always in the shadows, envisioned a British-controlled world run by corporate elitists using communism to control the masses.

These men used their funds to neutralize the British Church, demonized Germany and Russia (two Christian countries at odds with their satanic predilections), they conceived of Bolshevism, British Zionism (yes, religious Jews were duped too) to control the Middle East and its oil routes to Britain, they funded and promoted eugenics, vaccines (Wellcome Trust), propaganda, fake news, and wireless to facilitate depopulation of great swaths of the world’s resource-consuming humans (as they saw it).

Their mantra was/is simple: More for me, you are a nothing and in my way. And perhaps most tellingly, these very demons were summoned through the séances and spiritualism of W.T. Stead, and many of his followers, including leading scientists, academics, peers and nobles.

The psychological and social sciences were profoundly their creation. The Kaiser Wilhelm Institute (Berlin) and the Tavistock Institute...
(London) are among their minions who taught their American disciples how to control the media and make it a tool of their fascist/communist subjugation of the populace.

**GOLDEN RULE**

Contrast Stead’s anti-human socialist view with Christ’s admonition in the Golden Rule “Do unto others as you would have others do unto you,” (Matt. 7:12, Luke 6:31).

**10% GENUINE DEMON VISITATION JUSTIFIES 90% FAKERY —LIKE PRIMING THE SPIRITUALIST PUMP**

By W.T. Stead’s own admission, about 90% of the séances with the dead were faked, but he estimated that at least 10% were real. These practitioners believe that the failure rate was the price to be paid to encounter demons 10% of the time. Hence, claims of them being fakes were seen as persecution and a screen to keep unbelievers out.

What is sure is that shortly after his birth, Larry Moore-Ellison was “adopted” by one of Moore’s five polygamist wives—Alice Lee Ellison (nee Campbell).

**JULIA’S BUREAU—A CULT FUNDED BY STEAD IN LONDON AND DIRECTED BY A**

---

D. Facebook boy-puppets:

145. Mark E. Zuckerberg  
146. Chris Hughes  
147. Dustin Moskovitz  
148. Eduardo Saverin  
149. Matthew R. Cohler  
150. Elon Musk

E. Corruption Watch —Patent Office Judges:

151. Anderson, Gregg  
152. Best, George  
153. Bonilla, Jackie W.  
154. Boucher, Patrick  
155. Braden, Georgianna W.  
156. Branch, Gene  
157. Bisk, Jennifer Bresson  
158. Bui, Hung H.  
159. Busch, Justin  
160. Clements, Matt  
161. Crumbley, Kit  
162. Droesch, Kristen  
163. Elluru, Rama  
164. Fitzpatrick, Michael  
165. Gerstenblith, Bart A.  
166. Giannetti, Thomas L.  
167. Guest, Rae Lynn  
168. Hastings, Karen M.  
169. Hoff, Marc  
170. Horner, Linda  
171. Hughes, James R.  
172. Hume, Larry  
173. James, Housel  
174. Jung, Hung J.  
175. Kamholz, Scott  
176. Katz, Deborah  
177. Lucas, Jay  
178. MacDonald, Allen R. (bio unavailable) – Leader 3rd reexam judge (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA)  
179. Mahaney, Alexandra  
180. Martin, Brett  
181. McKone, Dave  
182. McNamara, Brian  
183. Medley, Sally  
184. Moore, Bryan  
185. Moore, James T – Leader 3rd reexam judge (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA)  
186. Morgan, Jason V.  
187. Morrison, John  
188. Pak, Chung K.  
189. Perry, Glenn J.  
190. Pet travick, Meredith C. (bio and conflicts log concealed by FOIA) – Leader 3rd reexam judge  
191. Pettigrew, Lynne  
192. Praiss, Donna  
193. Quinn, Miriam  
194. Reimers, Annette
(LITERALLY) DEAD CHICAGO SPIRITUALIST JULIA A. AMES THAT STEAD MET IN 1890

On Apr. 24, 1909, just six weeks before the First Imperial Press Conference, 1909 at Shepherd’s Bush, London (Jun. 05-28, 1909, site of BBC TV Centre today), W.T. Stead funded an organization named Julia’s Bureau. The BBC TV Center appears to be some sort of demonic nerve center for this British Pilgrims Society drive to take over the world.

Julia’s Bureau was a “psychical research” organization to communicate with the dead through séance appearances of demons and “automatic [spirit] writing.” W.T. Stead was the founder of Review of Reviews (1890-1936) and an indefatigable newspaper tabloid promoter.

THE EMPIRE PRESS UNION (CPU MEDIA TRUST TODAY) EMBRACED STEAD’S LYING TABLOID JOURNALISM (HE ADMITTED HE WAS A SEX MANIAC) TO BECOME ADDICTED, LIKE HIM AND MOORE, TO MEDIA TITILLATION

Stead was most assuredly promoting Julia’s Bureau along with his son Henry at the Empire-wide Imperial Press Conference gathering of 650 newspapermen where he

Research Tip:
Type any name or subject in the Google search at the top of this webpage. That will show you any relevant links within the sites that we have been following and investigating in the Leader v. Facebook case. Vigilance everyone! Our American Republic is at risk.

HOW TO FILE A FRAUD COMPLAINT AGAINST A UNIVERSITY

The following universities were announced as participants in Ohio State Provost Joseph A. Steinmetz’s corrupt MOOC education initiative named “University Innovation Alliance” (UIA). We have identified the instructions and online forms you need to file a complaint with the participants. MOOC stands for “Massive Open Online Course.”

You should complain about:

(1) the intellectual property theft of social networking source code from Leader Technologies, Columbus, Ohio that is the software engine running the UIA;

(2) the corruption at Ohio State University and OSU’s collusion with Battelle Memorial Institute which helped steal the software being used by UIA; and

(3) the mistreatment of OSU Marching Band Director Jon Waters regarding fabricated Title IX charges that were used to pave the way for Steinmetz to announce UIA.

Universities pride themselves on protection of intellectual property. Therefore, these universities cannot participate in this abuse of inventor copyrights, patents and trade secrets by The Ohio State Trustees and Administration. If these universities participate knowingly with Ohio State in its theft of intellectual property, then they are aiding and abetting the theft of intellectual property on a “massive” scale… Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) also known as The Eclipse Foundation.

1. ARIZONA
Arizona State University
https://www.azag.gov/consumer/procedure
https://www.azag.gov/complaints/consumer
played a visionary role in the coming tabloid-spy age of journalism. It seems likely that Stead would have had Moore (then going by H. Robert Sinclair) there to assist the attendees with ever dalliance required.

Sir Henry Wellcome, founder of the #1 Rothschild-controlled biotech Wellcome Fund (with Bill Gates as #2), even published a companion book for the 1909 Conference titled “Evolution of Journalism Etcetera” infused with pedophilia and occult symbolism.

WELLCOME’S “TABLOID” BRAND OF MEDICINE IS NOW GLAXOSMITHKLINE, PFIZER, GSK, WELCOMME TRUST, WELLCOME FUND, PIRBRIGHT INSTITUTE, BILL & MELINDA GATES FOUNDATION

Tellingly, Burroughs Wellcome’s first medicine brand promoted in the 1909 Evolution of Journalism Etcetera Conference book was “Tabloid” in 'the medicine chest of death'-the fusion of tabloid propaganda and medicine in tabloid journalism! We are certain that this Wellcome medicine chest (full of bogus vaccines), supplied to the British Army starting the 2nd Boer War (1899-2002), is the source of the “1909 Spanish Flu” outbreak that killed an estimated 500,000,000 souls.
Since cultist Rev. Dr. Hugh Robert “Sinclair” Moore, was W.T. Stead’s secretary for many years before his five-year San Quentin incarceration (1912-1917), this makes Moore a contemporary of all the criminal organizers of WWI the British theft of Nicola Tesla’s wireless inventions and the formation of RCA and NBC.

LARRY ELLISON WAS GROOMED TO RUN ORACLE FOR THE C.I.A. AND THEIR BRITISH PILGRIMS SOCIETY OVERLORDS

In 1979, Major General James E. Freeze, director of the U.S. Army Security Agency, authorized “Project Echelon” (actually named “echelon above corp”) to start integrating surveillance data on all Americans into one system in Langley, VA—C.I.A. headquarters. See Edward Snowden, Echelon.

ORACLE AND ELLISON ARE FRUITS OF A POISONOUS TREE
For starters, Freeze’s Project Echelon mass surveillance was/remains illegal. Therefore, everything since then has been the fruit of a poisonous tree. Freeze justified his criminality as needed to fight the communist menace (which was itself a *creation* of the British Pilgrims Society whom Freeze C.I.A., NSA and Army intelligence were secretly serving).

Freeze set up Ellison as a propaganda go-between so he could start using a complete IBM hardware-software system, but make it look like IBM and Oracle were not the same company.

Newly declassified documents indicate that IBM DB2 was the real software behind the Oracle façade. In other words, IBM *created* Oracle (using their DB2 database code) to build a top-down IBM system for mass surveillance at C.I.A. headquarters, and make it look like there were multiple suppliers, when in fact, it was the same IBM who had supported Hitler and Mussolini in WWII.

**ORACLE WAS MERELY FAKED COMPETITION, AND LARRY ELLISON WAS THE FAKED FOUNDER SET UP TO LICENSE IBM DB2 BACK TO IBM, REBRANDED AS “ORACLE”**
In short, General Freeze knew that his emerging “Echelon” system needed a relational database for his British “Five Eyes” spying. The fact is, they were already implementing IBM DB2.

By fabricating Ellison as a front, British intelligence ensured their full control of American technology, like they had done to get full control of the Marconi Wireless systems by directing then Navy Secretary Franklin D. Roosevelt to order the creation of RCA, then NBC using David Sarnoff. All fake.

In 2000, General Freeze was introduced to Leader Technologies, Inc. in Columbus, OH. Leader’s invention (of social networking) was disclosed to him at a high level by someone who was formerly employed by Freeze at the NSA.

Freeze immediately agreed to be a Leader director (without disclosing his massive conflicts of interest), then proceeded to surround Leader with fellow Pilgrims Society operatives, most notably intellectual property attorney James P. Chandler, III, author of the Espionage and the Federal Trade Secrets Acts of 1996.

We still have much work to process the mountain of evidence to support every world of this post.

DEMON SPAWN
One evident conclusion is that Oracle’s Larry Ellison is and always has been a fake, a fraudster and a very good deceiver. Worse, Larry is demon spawn who has been given the keys to the world's information and communication... as the likely illegitimate son, and certainly a groomed cultist, of a well-proven psycho-science satanist.

*We the People* must now unwind 40 years of Ellison's frauds. One cannot build a sound Republic on a corrupt infrastructure.

We encourage you to return to this post over the next week. AFI research information is increasingly being censored. So, if that happens, just wait for our next email updates where there will be added links to hard, indictable evidence that can be used to hang these these seditionists, traitors and thieves.

**CONCLUSIONS**

What can the general public do about these revelations?
1. Demand that Larry Ellison, as the CEO of Oracle, the 24th largest American corporation, fully disclose his family and cult background.

2. Demand that the C.I.A. fully disclose all communications with Ellison from the 1970’s onward, since it is clear from their unclassified documents that Ellison’s name has mostly been redacted.

3. Demand that no deals with Oracle be made relating to TikTok, at least until the frauds, which we found easily, related to Larry Ellison, as well as directors:
   1. Safra Ada Tirosh (née Catz),
   2. Leon E. Panetta,
   3. Renée J. James and
   4. Baroness Rona A. Fairhead,

   … are fully analyzed.

4. Demand that the entire Oracle board of directors resign since their activities are the fruit of a poisonous tree.

5. Demand that all federal regulators (including members of the Senior Executive Service - SES), who currently, or have ever, reviewed Oracles’ disclosures, and failed to find these frauds, be summarily fired and forced to disgorge their ill-gotten salaries from the point of their first nondisclosure of Oracle’s criminal actions. Their offshore bank accounts must also be disclosed and disgorged.

6. Demand that the C.I.A. / Pilgrims Society fully disclose their use of Oracle in America and globally.

7. Request President Trump to pay Leader Technologies’ Miller Act Notice, acquire the master license to social networking, then totally turn the tables on Big Tech, Media, Bank and Pharma censorship by requiring that they begin to immediately comply with a new End User License Agreement that complies with the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights. See more below.

***

Described above is abject immorality.

Morality must win the day.

"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand."

Footnote 1

REMINDER RE. THE MILLER ACT NOTICE—THE PERPETRATORS OF THIS EPIC FRAUD MUST DISGORGE THEIR ILL-GOTTEN GAIN

Click image to open PDF of this and the next slide

Establish Legal Social Media
A Cascade of Benefits

Free Speech

Use of Funds
- Paper Ballots & Voters ID
- Cyber Education
- Participatory Government
- Assert Citizens' Constitutional Powers

Honest Elections

We envision success in the 2nd American Revolution to fully implement a Free Press that the Founders envisioned, but never got.

Click here to download the PDF (check your Downloads folder after clicking).

Fig. 12—Mr. President: Turn the Tables on Censorship; Write the Miller Act Notice check immediately! By writing the check for the Leader Technologies’ Miller Act, and acquiring a global master license on social networking, President Trump, with the stroke of a pen, can turn the tables all Big Tech, Media, Bank and Pharma censorship and propaganda. It will initiate a second American Revolution to give the citizen control of the media for the first time since the early days of the American Republic, before the Rothschild Bank of England hooked its claws back in to the fledgling Republic. Click here to download the PDF (check your Downloads folder after clicking).

Leader Technologies, Inc. sent their FIRST AMENDED MILLER ACT NOTICE to President Trump It is a contract demand for the U.S. Treasury to pay them for the federal government’s 18-year theft of their social networking inventions. These inventions were stolen by Major General James E. Freeze (US Army, ret.) and Leader’s patent attorney James P. Chandler, III, on behalf of Andrew W. Marshall and the Department of Defense Office of Net Assessment, and the Pilgrims Society who steal and weaponize inventions for continuous war making and enrichment of fascist insider military-
industrial corporations.

Patriots are encouraged to help get this First Amended Miller Act Notice to President Trump and past the Praetorian Guard. See American Intelligence Media republish of the Leader Miller Act Notice.

Return to the beginning of this post:

Notices: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to afi@leader.com and we'll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

Posted by K. Craine at 1:57 PM

11 comments:

K. Craine October 15, 2020 at 8:57 PM

Email comment from the UK:


Download this video and share it widely. Prevent this truth from disappearing. British patriots need our help and support.

Reply

Replies

K. Craine October 15, 2020 at 8:58 PM

Previous comment:

https://tinyurl.com/y2xoez2c

Spread the truth.

Reply

K. Craine October 16, 2020 at 12:14 PM

Email comment by TG:

Why Did Joe Biden Let Hunter Do It?

Facebook and Twitter Censor Biden Bombshells Weeks After Execs Join His Transition Team

Understanding What Foreign Governments are Purchasing From The Bidens - There are Trillions at Stake

Hunter Biden emails, pics reveal wild life, pained soul

ORACLE’S LARRY ELLISON HIDES THE DARK ARTS PSYCHO-SCIENCE CULT THAT GROOMED HIM

The Greatest Transfer of Wealth in History

EXCLUSIVE: Picture Shows Two Suspects in Whitmer Kidnapping Plot Attending Black Lives Matter Rally

The Myth of Viruses

Biden: 47 Years of Corruption

Watch Me Delete 140,000+ Facebook Followers!

We had it all wrong - clearly Tom Hanks wants to save little girls & return them to their families

The Mysterious October 20th DOJ Targeting Memo Finally, Quietly, Released - Weissmann Made Rosenstein Take Ownership of Michael Flynn Targeting

Full stories:

https://aim4truth.org/2020/10/16/cat-report-571/

Reply

K. Craine October 16, 2020 at 12:16 PM

Email comment by DG:

The NWO’s Very Long Term Planned Extermination of Most Humanity Prophesized and Now “.Exe”

Breaking NY Post has Hunter Biden’s Emails confirm JoJo’s Influence in Ukraine & Creepy vid & Photos

The “Joe Biden To English” Dictionary - ORDER TODAY!

Supreme Court hands Trump Census win, allows halt of counting

Twitter CEO Dorsey Responds To Biden Block-Gate

Latest Cache Of Emails Detail How Hunter Biden Earned Millions In China “For Introductions”

Head Of Oxford University Vaccine Team Says Face Masks, Social Distancing Will Continue Until Next Summer

Pompeo Claims State Department Doing ‘Everything We Can’ To Release Unseen Hillary Clinton Emails

Emails: Hunter Biden Strives for ‘Lasting and Lucrative Arrangement’ with Chinese Nationals

Twitter Suspends Kayleigh McEnany’s Personal Account for Sharing Hunter Biden Emails

Melania Trump Reveals ‘Natural Route’ Recovery from Coronavirus

Bookmark Today’s Date - Big Tech Has Crossed The Event Horizon to Protect Joe Biden

Muammar Gaddafi’s Cousin To Sue Hillary Clinton For “Destroying Libya”

Full story:
Americans for Innovation: ORACLE’S LARRY ELLISON HIDES THE DARK ARTS PSYCHO-SCIENCE CULT THAT GROOMED HIM …


Reply

K. Craine Oct 16, 2020 at 12:16 PM

Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/y4nwodtb

Spread the truth.

Reply

K. Craine Oct 17, 2020 at 9:03 AM

Email comment by JB:

MEOW
“The big guy”: Is Joe Biden a presidential candidate or the godfather of a mafia-style crime family?

Trump: I am so proud of the fact that I have exposed the FAKE NEWS!

Emails: Burisma Adviser Told Hunter Biden His “Ultimate Purpose” Was to ‘Close Down’ Investigations

Donald Trump: I’ll Sign National Reciprocity for Concealed Carry if It Reaches My Desk

STUNNING REVELATIONS PROVE MEDIA IS MUCH MORE DANGEROUS THAN YOU CAN IMAGINE

Yellow Journalism: Globalist Weapon of Mass Deception

Stunning MAGAnomic Comeback – September Retail Sales Jump 1.9 Percent, and 5.4 Percent Year Over Year

Joe Biden’s Niece Gets NO JAIL TIME After Pleading GUILTY to $110K Credit Card Scam

Hunter Biden Business Associate Flips From Prison, Releases Emails Detailing China Influence-Peddling Operation

Michigan court stops 2-week absentee ballot extension

Full stories:
https://aim4truth.org/2020/10/16/meow-14/

K. Craine Oct 17, 2020 at 9:05 AM

Previous comment:
https://tinyurl.com/yxlz447z

Spread the truth.

Reply

K. Craine Oct 20, 2020 at 12:02 PM

Here’s a processed link.

